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Conclusion: A full wave code was implemented in time 
domain for USCT. The obtained images employed simulated 
data and present adequate quality parameters. The 
calculation time was around 9 minutes which is very fast for 
this modality. These results are encouraging and we are 
currently working on the reconstruction of real data and 
other acoustical properties to validate and improve the 
applicability of the code. 
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Purpose or Objective: Morphological 7 Tesla (7T) MRI is a 
high-resolution imaging modality offering excellent soft-
tissue contrast and promising visualization of micro-
vascularization. It shows potential value to be used for 
improved target volume definition in radiation therapy 
planning of glioblastoma (GBM) over 1.5T and 3T MRI. 
However, system- and object-related geometric distortion 
(GD) of 7T MRI could compromise the spatial accuracy 
required for high-precision image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) 
of GBM. Hence, quantitative evaluation of GD for 7T MRI is 
mandatory before integration into IGRT. A phantom study 
was performed to measure system-related GD in clinically 
relevant 7T MR pulse sequences. 
 
Material and Methods: To assess the GD, a new 
anthropomorphic head-phantom (CIRS Model 603A) with a 
rigid 3D grid (3mm rods, spaced 15mm apart) was used. 
Images were acquired with a Siemens Magnetom 7T whole-
body scanner in combination with a Nova Medical 32-channel 
head coil. Scan protocols with clinically relevant T2-GRE and 
MP2RAGE pulse sequences were used with and without 
automatic GD correction. For both sequences, 436 points of 
interests (POIs) were defined by manual reconstruction of the 
3D grid points in the respective images. A global and a local 
measure of GD were estimated: MADglobal is the mean 
absolute difference (MAD) between the measured and the 
true Euclidian distances of all unique combinations of POIs, 
whereas MADlocal is the MAD between the measured and the 
true Euclidian distances of all POIs relative to the magnetic 
field isocenter. 
 
Results: MADglobal and MADlocal ranges from 0.88−1.72 mm 
and from 0.28−1.76 mm in uncorrected GRE images, 
respectively. For uncorrected MP2RAGE images, MADglobal 
and MADlocal ranges from 0.83−1.62 mm and from 0.26−2.04 
mm, respectively. Overall GD (MADglobal) is present in both 
uncorrected images and is shown to be sequence-
independent. Larger values for MADlocal are observed with 
increasing distance from the magnetic field isocenter, with a 
maximum of 2.04 mm in uncorrected MP2RAGE near the 
edges of the phantom (Figure 1). At equal distance from the 
isocenter, GD was found to be anisotropic with the principal 
component in the superior-inferior direction (MADlocal = 1.38 
mm in uncorrected MP2RAGE). In corrected images, 
MADglobal is respectively lower in both sequences as B0 
inhomogeneity was corrected for. MADlocal for GRE and 
MP2RAGE ranges from 0.22−1.01 mm and 0.21−0.97 mm, 
respectively. This means that most GD could be reduced 
within clinically acceptable limits (≤1mm) by the automatic 
GD correction method. 
 
 
Conclusion: With 7T MRI, the system-related geometrical 
uncertainty of GD-corrected GRE and MP2RAGE pulse 
sequences is less than 1 mm and may thus render integration 
of 7T MRI for IGRT of GBM feasible. The next step will be to 
quantify and correct object-related GD for clinical 
implementation. 
 
Poster: Physics track: Implementation of new technology, 
techniques, clinical protocols or trials (including QA &amp; 
audit)  
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Purpose or Objective: Target volume delineation variation is 
of emerging importance with more advanced conformal 
radiotherapy delivery such as Intensity Modulated 
Radiotherapy (IMRT). We investigate delineation variation 
and consequent dosimetric variation for external beam 
cervical radiotherapy. 
 
Material and Methods: Two INTERLACE trial test cases were 
outlined by 21 different UK centres. A gold standard clinical 
target volume (GSCTV) was created by consensus agreement 
and validated using the STAPLE algorithm. Volume, Jaccard 
conformity index (JCI) and anatomical areas included 
(compared with protocol recommendations) were analysed 
for each centre’s CTVs. Individual RapidArc plans were 
created for each centre’s planning target volumes (PTVs). For 
each centre a gold standard PTV (GSPTV) was created by 
applying the margins used by that centre to the GSCTV. 
Comparisons were made with GSPTV dose volume histograms 
(DVH) parameters including D98%, D95%, D2% (dose delivered 
to 98%, 95% and 2% volume) and V95% (percentage volume 
receiving 95% dose). A qualitative review was also performed.  
 
Results: Combined primary and nodal CTV volume varied by 
up to 1.99 fold. JCI ranged from 0.51 to 0.81 overall. No CTVs 
demonstrated poor concordance (JCI<0.5). 13% and 32% 
achieved good concordance (JCI≥0.7). The largest variation in 
anatomical areas included within CTV was seen in obturator, 
pudendal and pre-sacral nodal regions. Up to 4cm variation 
was seen in the superior slice delineated (aortic bifurcation) 
and up to 3.5cm variation in inferior slice (mid-vagina). 
Acceptable coverage was achieved for all centres’ PTVs but 
no plans achieved acceptable GSPTV coverage. GSPTV 
V95%>95% prescribed dose was not achieved for all plans. 
GSPTV V95%>90% prescribed dose was not achieved in 67% of 
plans and V95%>80% was not achieved in 9% of plans. GSPTV 
V95% is on average 10-15% lower than planned and D95% is 10 
